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Ninebanks Youth Hostel     1947 to present   
 
Orchard House, Mohope, Ninebanks, Hexham, Northumberland NE47 8DQ 

Historic County: Northumberland  YHA Regions: Northumberland & 
Tyneside, Border & Dales, North  

GR: NY 771513  

 
In the remote Northumberland hamlet of Kiersleywell Row, on the west bank of a tributary of the River West Allen 
called Mohope Burn, lies Ninebanks Youth Hostel. In centuries past this was an area of intense lead mining. A small 
knot of cottages was built well over 300 years ago to service Kiersleywell mine.  
 
Orchard House, the taller building in the illustration below, housed the mine supervisor. Upstairs, in the lower 
building to the left of it, was the lodging or ‘shop’ for the miners who worked here, sleeping six to a bunk on a rotating 
shift pattern hardly conducive to comfort or any family life. The accommodation included labourers’ children from 
the age of eight. Below these lodgings was the stable. Off picture, on the road to the right of these buildings, was a 
smithy; the smith and his family lived over their workshop.   
 
In 1947 YHA Northumberland and Tyneside Region purchased this collection of buildings for £900 and the freehold 
was vested in the YHA Trust. Approval for change of use from a dwelling house to a youth hostel was swiftly approved, 
on 17th June 1947, and the youth hostel opened on 1st August of that year. Jack Robinson was warden for the first 
few years, until his marriage in 1955. Then Archie Whale from Raby Cottage nearby briefly held the fort. A veteran 
of WWI, during which he had lost a leg, he died shortly after helping out with the wardening. 
 

 
Ninebanks Youth Hostel – a beautifully crisp postcard view produced shortly after the opening in 1947.  

The ivy cladding, stone walls, steep flagged path and rustic pea sticks lend a charming bucolic air (author’s collection)  
 
The article Hostel Close-Up, Ninebanks reproduced on a later page indicates that, at first, the men’s accommodation 
was cramped into the old ‘shop’ lodgings. A more spacious dormitory at the front left of the main house was allotted 
to women. For some years there were fewer beds for men (ten) than for women (twelve), an unusual state of affairs. 
The separate smithy cottage on the roadside to the right of the little knot of buildings was utilised as the warden’s or 
manager’s accommodation for almost the whole span of nearly seventy-five years’ youth hostel use to date. The 
exception was when warden Sandra Knowles moved into a neighbouring cottage and gave it up for family 
accommodation in the 1980s. Since 1991 the smithy has been the home of manager Pauline Elliott and her family. 
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Photographs of Ninebanks at the beginning of its YHA career, in 1948 and 1949.  

1: the hostel is served by a rising stone pathway from the road at the south end of the property; 
2: Dorothy Fawcus stayed here and these are some of her photograph. Here is a typically cheerful gang; 

3&4: Dorothy and her companions needed to be dressed warmly. However snug members may have been around the  
common room fire, shielding from Northumbrian wintry conditions such as these, the dormitories could be icy cold;  

5: another group picture from the early days. The original pattern green and white enamel triangle sign is on display;  
6: the original warden’s cottage, to the north of the hostel, from the road. Primitive at first, it was gradually improved, then 

turned into hostel family accommodation, before reverting to the present managers’ home (YHA Archive) 
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Above: the first Ninebanks warden, Jack Robinson, photographed in February 1948.  

The image was donated by Pauline Elliott and is framed by two early membership card stamps;  
below: Mary Jephcott visited the hostel in 1957, and is seen at the centre of the little party (YHA Archive) 

 
Gradually, in Ninebanks hostel’s first dozen years or so, welcome improvements were introduced. In the early post 
war years YHA news was disseminated not only through its regular magazine, Rucksack, but also through quality 
newsprint regional magazines such as the excellent Tyneside Hosteller. It is worth recording here many of the 
Ninebanks references in it, as they reveal the astonishing lengths that ordinary members went to as volunteers and in 
work parties to in order to improve their beloved hostels. Their efforts were typical across all regions of YHA. These 
comments are often unique historical records, whether mundane and matter-of fact or comical and even poetic. 
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Tyneside Hosteller, November 1949 
The last meeting of the Northern Advisory Board was held at Ninebanks youth hostel. Mrs Alloway [the ex 
Fenwick and Alnham warden] prepared the meals, ‘Mac’ [the future Once Brewed warden] gathered the 
mushrooms, and those less gifted peeled the spuds. The sun fell on the old stone walls and the over-ripe pears, and 
the wasps buzzed in and out of the window. 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, September 1951 
A scheme for an improved cesspit at Ninebanks hostel is under discussion. When it comes off it will involve a fairly 
big operation of trenching and pipe-laying. Veterans of the Alnham pipe-laying, Dirt Pot transformation and other 
notable exploits should ask Tom Brown to take their name and address so that they may not miss Operation SPUR 
(Soil Pipes Under Roadway). 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, November 1951 
A Daring Venture At Ninebanks 

 

We Become Our Own Contractors 
 

Not long after Ninebanks hostel came into our possession, just over five years ago, we became painfully aware of 
the shortcomings of the drainage system which, although it had done all that was required of it while a small family 
occupied the house, now gave convincing evidence that it was being taxed beyond its capacity.  
 

At the same time we were beset by many other problems arising out of the pressing post-war demand for increased 
accommodation, so from time to time we applied stop-gap remedies, which those who did the work are not likely 
to forget. However, the time arrived when it became apparent that nothing short of a completely new drainage 
system was urgently needed, and as the warden’s cottage had hitherto been denied the benefit of modern sanitation, 
it was decided that the new system must embrace the cottage and the hostel.  
 

Contractors were approached, and we were not long in discovering that the new scheme would compel us to carry 
the drains under a Council road and erect the septic lank in a field below the road, This meant that the interested 
parties would have to be persuaded to give their approval, and the County Council, the local sanitary inspector 
and the owner of the field were duly approached, and after a surprisingly small amount of correspondence and 
haggling the way was cleared in those directions. 
 

A False Start 
 

In the meantime, after a false start had been made with one contractor who withdrew, we did manage to obtain an 
estimate or the cost, and were at once startled and depressed by the amount. At the same time the extent of the 
scheme and the technical problems involved seemed to leave us with no alternative to having the work done by 
contractors.  
 

However, after talking things over, we decided to explain our troubles to Bill Ogden, the fairy godfather of the 
Alnham water supply scheme – Operation ‘Pluto’ – and after going over the ground he announced, greatly to our 
astonishment and delight, that he would draw up a scheme which could be carried out by voluntary working parties 
and that he would help in its execution. 
 

Operation Spur 
 

Within a few weeks, tools and materials were on the job and groups of keen hostellers of both sexes got down to it. 
The earth was furrowed by drain trenches and deep excavations were made for the septic tank and filter; tons of 
concrete were mixed and spread and thousands of bricks were laid. The road was opened to a depth of about five 
feet and the drain run across in the course of one fine Sunday afternoon and evening: improvised staging was kept 
in readiness for passing traffic, which fortunately was very light both in volume and weight, and all got over with 
nothing worse than a bumping – so far as we know to date. 
 

With growing confidence in our capabilities, we have added a bath (h and c) to the warden’s amenities and now, 
after only four weekends, we can safely claim that we have the job well in hand and that we have surmounted our 
worst difficulties.  
 

Hard Graft 
 

It has been an exhilarating experience, and it is pleasing to record that much of the hard graft was done by members 
of the Wear, Tees and Eskdale regional group. Jack Robinson, the warden, and Mr Haughan, our neighbour from 
across the road, gave valuable assistance, and local people have been very helpful in lending us materials when we 
ran short.  
 

Outside help has been summoned once, when we feared that the fine weather was not likely to last much longer, 
and that a spell of rainy weather and consequently flooding of excavations might hold us up for a long time, so we 
called in a retired bricklayer, the father of Mr Haughan our neighbour, and he put in two magnificent ten-hour 
days of solid work. As a result we got safely over the most critical stage of the job.  
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Tyneside Hosteller, July 1953 
On the National Development Officer’s recommendation, we are partly reroofing the warden’s cottage at 
Ninebanks. Fortunately, members with the necessary skill and enthusiasm have offered to do this work. The 
materials have already been delivered and we expect to get the job finished during the summer. 
 

The long-term job of replacing the existing stone water conduit by new pipes is proceeding. It is quite a pleasant 
experience navvying up in the lovely West Allen Valley. Apart from the physical need for frequent rests, the 
delightful surroundings demand attention, and when Wright’s bus is boarded on the Sunday evening, those who 
have been taking part in the operations relax into their comfortable seats with the very satisfactory feeling of having 
put in a full day of usefulness combined with the enjoyment of a beautiful countryside. 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, September 1955 
Mr Robinson, for a number of years warden of Ninebanks youth hostel, was married on 27th August and we offer 
him our congratulations. He is giving up the wardening of the hostel, much to our regret. Mr Whale, who lives in 
the cottage a few hundred yards back along the road, has agreed to carry on until we can find someone to live in 
the cottage and act as warden. 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, November 1955 
Unfortunately, Mr Archie Whale is not able to take over the warden’s cottage, but has kindly agreed to carry on 
until a new warden can be found probably before this issue appears. 
 

Much remains to be done; the men’s dormitory will have to be improved and the final stages of relaying the water 
pipe should be completed as soon as possible. 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, May 1956 
Ray Smith and colleagues have renewed all the guttering on Ninebanks cottage. 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, July 1956 
After having been held up until her cottage had been made more habitable, Mrs Harris is now installed as warden 
at Ninebanks. She and her relatives have helped in the redecoration of the girls’ dormitory and the common room. 
The bare wash-up room has been much improved by plastering. The next job is to lighten the excellent members’ 
kitchen by painting. New batteries have been purchased to give better electric light this winter. 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, August 1957 
At Ninebanks during May, a party of ten willing workers painted out the men’s dormitory and women’s bunks, 
sewed mattresses, overhauled the lighting plant and did many odd jobs. A new job was found after Ted Appleby 
had taken a short cut to the ground floor of the men’s dormitory – through the floor! The floor is now being 
completely renewed. The warden’s cottage requires pointing, so there is plenty of work for as many willing hands 
as care to go to Ninebanks. 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, September 1957 
Many hostellers who visited Ninebanks hostel in 1955 and 1956 will remember with gratitude the kind offices of 
Archie Whale who acted as warden for nearly a year. Archie had lost a leg as a result of service in the Merchant 
Navy during the First World War, but despite this handicap and continued ill-health, he helped us through until 
we were able to appoint a resident warden. 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, March/April 1958 
We welcome Mr and Mrs J Hughes as new wardens at Ninebanks. 

 

Tyneside Hosteller, July/August 1958 
The five hostellers who recently adopted the hostel have been putting in some hard work on a drainage trench 
around the warden’s cottage which, it is hoped, will divert hill water around it. 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, September/October 1958 
John Dean, JohnAtkinson, Don Sedwick and Michael Smith have been painting the outside of the hostel and 
warden’s quarters and making a great improvement. A recent survey shows that the warden’s bathroom floor is in 
danger of collapsing, and brick piers will have to be built to support it. The team mentioned above are also doing 
valuable work on relaying the water supply conduit that comes from a spring half a mile away behind the hostel. 
This has been likely to be blocked by roots and to collect surface water for some time. Tom Brown has already 
done a lot of work in replacing the conduit near the hostel with pipes. 
 

Tyneside Hosteller, January/February 1959 
The hot water system in the warden’s cottage has been renewed.  
 

Tyneside Hosteller, May/June 1959 
John Dean and helpers have cleaned out the water storage tank in the fields above the hostel. 
 

New accumulators are to be fitted to the electric light plant, since the likelihood of the main electricity supply 
reaching the hostel is still remote. 
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About 1965 the pressing problem of men’s accommodation was eased when a substantial timber hut with washroom 
was craned into position on a raised terrace to the rear of Orchard House. The cramped old-fashioned quarters in the 
‘shop’ were thus abandoned and not used as accommodation until much modernised in the 21st century. The hut has 
survived and been modernised in recent years to provide two sets of comfortable guest accommodation. 
 

 
Youth Hosteller was a popular monthly magazine between the late 1950s and early 1970s.  
It ran a regular feature, Hostel Close-Up. Ninebanks hostel featured in the July 1966 issue. 

 
Some 40 years after she stayed at Ninebanks, Janet Windale recalled her stay: 

Ninebanks memories 
 

Looking at the website, I wouldn’t recognise it as the place I stayed at, especially the inside. 
 

I stayed there in the early 1960s with my sister and a school friend when we were breaking in boots for a Scottish 
holiday. We arrived to find the place locked up, even though we were booked, and had to find someone to open 
up for us. An old man let us in and left us to it. Everywhere was very run down and damp so we lit a fire in the old 
range that was there then and dragged the best of the damp mattresses downstairs to dry out by the fire. Fortunately 
we were the only ones there so we did in fact spend a very enjoyable evening sitting by the fire. By the time we went 
to bed the mattresses were reasonably dry, but the upstairs rooms were in an awful damp condition and left a lot 
to be desired. 

 
Ninebanks wardens’ names have not been found for the period 1959 to 1975, except that Mrs Eunice Ritson was in 
charge in 1969. 
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In 1975 Hexham District Council awarded a grant of £500 towards improvements to the warden’s cottage at the east 
end of the hostel. Jim Pletch was briefly warden in the following year, soon to be replaced by Sandra Knowles, (Sandra 
Moodie and her husband Tom from 1978).  
 
Reporting in 2013, regular hostel cyclist adventurer Tony Hartley remembered an icy stay and a hasty getaway over 
30 years beforehand: 

When I stayed at Ninebanks for the first time, about 1980, I had the hostel to myself. It was bitterly cold when I 
awoke in the morning, so I tried to get warm using a couple of gas hobs in the members’ kitchen. Heaven alone 
knows what time it was! I cycled via Alston and Burnhope and it was still only 8.00am when I reached Middleton-
in-Teesdale.  

 

 1  2  
 

 3  4  
1: Tony Hartley’s photograph is one of the first colour images of Orchard House to survive, from about 1980; 

2: this image probably dates from the mid-1980s, not long before the change of ownership of Ninebanks hostel.  
Dormitories was still usually for women upstairs in the house and for men in the hutted dormitory to the rear; 
3&4: in the 1980s volunteer John Maguire removed this old common room range in favour of a replacement  

open fire built into an attractive stone fireplace (YHA Archive) 
 

In 1982, as warden Sandra Moodie was living locally, the warden’s cottage found another use in line with popular 
practice at the time in YHA. Its conversion to a family annexe brought extra visitors and 
raised the overnights total from 778 to 1,057 in a single season. 
 
Hostelling News of Summer 1984 carried an article about Sandra Knowles and her 
passion for bees. There were up to 14,000 bees in the common room of Ninebanks 
hostel, but hostellers had nothing to fear. The bees were in an observation hive, all safely 
behind glass. The hive fascinated visitors to Ninebanks, many of whom wanted to learn 
more from Sandra and her books on bee-keeping. 
 
Left: Sandra Knowles and her observation hive as illustrated in Hostelling News;  
Next page, right: a cheerful group of local YHA staff and volunteers in 1983 included Lawrence 
Heslop (Newcastle manager) extreme left, and Sandra Knowles extreme right (YHA Archive) 
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Through the course of 40 years from the end of the war the small, simple type of rustic youth hostel, once so prominent 
in the YHA network, frequently in an out-of-the-way place and 
used by relatively small numbers, had very largely given way to more 
modern properties that could attract more sizeable activity groups 
and school parties. By 1990, the number of these bucolic properties 
was much reduced, so that those remaining became almost 
legendary: Black Sail, Woody’s Top, Ro Wen, several hostels in 
Mid-Wales, Tanners Hatch, Tintagel and so on. YHA’s proposed 
closure of Ninebanks would have saddened many but perhaps not 
surprised them. Closure was planned for the end of 1990; the 
property was put up for sale by YHA. Local man Stew McDonald 
saw out the final months of YHA’s tenure as caretaker.  
 
The summer 1991 issue of YHA’s Triangle magazine had better news: 

Ninebanks youth hostel, once on the closure list, has been reprieved. Mike Wenham and Pauline Elliott are 
working on the hostel in preparation for its opening in early summer. 

 
The hostel was taken on by Pauline Elliott and Mike Wenham, two long-term Association members and volunteers 
from YHA’s Central region who intended to keep the hostel functioning. They started an operating agreement with 
YHA. In effect this was one of the first modern Enterprise-type arrangements with YHA, though privately-owned 
‘accommodation’ hostels running under the auspices of YHA were in the pioneer years the most common pattern of 
operation. The hostel’s acquisition in 1991 led to one of the most remarkable transitions from an old-fashioned 
property, over a sustained period of improvements, to one of the most imaginatively updated hostels in the network. 
Heritage, sustainability and ecological considerations were thoughtfully aligned with increased comfort for guests.  
 

 1  2  
 

 3  4  
 

1-4: images from the early years of Enterprise operation, about 1995. These were to publicise the Rent-a-Hostel scheme.  
1: for about a dozen years Ninebanks continued with much the same layout and facilities as previously. Here young families, 

including the manager’s own, could enjoy newly introduced playground facilities; 2: the small flagged lounge. There’s a glimpse of 
the edge of the stone fireplace; 3: one essential renewal made early on, in 1991, was a much improved self-catering kitchen; 
4: the neatly painted and simply furnished eight-bedded women’s dormitory, called Witherite, above the lounge (YHA Archive)  
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Annual overnights at Ninebanks rose during the 1970s to reach a record of 1,574 in 1977. They then settled at 
between about 900 and 1,300 up to the year 2000. Though the shockwaves of the Foot and Mouth epidemic in 2001 
had grave consequences for the YHA network, this hostel’s dip in that year was not as marked as others’ in the North, 
despite being required to close for two months until 1st May, and things were soon to get much stronger.  
 
An article in the Hexham Courant of October 2004 described the impact of a major facelift the previous year. Work 
had been carried out in the summer 2003, resulting in an upgrade from a 1-star hostel to a 3-star, and the overnight 
numbers had risen by 20 per cent in one year. People were also staying longer at the site. 
 
Pauline Elliott writes: 

In 2003-04 we knocked down and built a four-bed room with en suite into the roof space at the top of the stairs 
and at the same time added the utility area downstairs. This housed the laundry room, drying room and a shower 
room to serve the annexe.  
 

The new work incorporated the extra bedroom, demolition of the old women’s washroom on the side of the hostel 
upstairs, and the expanded ground floor extension on the north side. Capacity remained at 26, but the hostel would 
now be available all year because of the new central heating system. 
 

 1  2  
 

 3  4  
1&2: the north elevation of the main house before the 2003 extension and after, in preparation for the 2004 season; 

3&4: plans showing the alterations to the ground and first floor, new work being shaded. An extra 4-bedded en suite room on a 
half-floor to the rear of the property was created. The new room was named Fluorite, all the bedrooms in the house carrying the 
names of minerals found locally. At the same time the side extension was expanded and reconfigured to become the rear hall 

and drying and laundry rooms. The steep steps at the rear led to the annexe hut, redundant for hostelling use  
from 2007 to 2017. Recently, the gradient has been landscaped and eased somewhat  

(plans reproduced by permission of Pauline Elliott and Ian Baker) 
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Ecological considerations were of prime importance. Solar panels were added to top up the electricity supply and allow 
for a water heating system, reducing the amount of oil used. Leader+, the Northumberland National Park and other 
bodies helped to fund these improvements. 
 
Until 2007 the main house and the mine shop to its left (used a store and workshop for many years) were physically 
separate buildings, the division being a narrow alley served by an arch-topped door at the front of the hostel, seen in 
picture 4 on page 2. North Pennine News of Spring / Summer 2007 described the next major phase of work at site, 
during which the two buildings were joined together by a new large single-storey, high-roofed, dining room to the rear 
of the mine shop, with access between the two. In keeping with Ninebanks hostel’s ecological philosophy, redundant 
dining tables and chairs came from the National Gallery café. 
 
The mine shop, in the old days until the mid-1960s the sleeping quarters for men, was thoroughly refurbished to give 

four small en-suite rooms. Upstairs on the left (from the front of 
the hostel) is Baryte and on the right Malachite. Downstairs is 
Sphalerite, left, and Galena, right. The extensive work necessary 
on this southern side of the hostel necessitated the gutting of the 
mine shop joining that building to the main building with the 
dining room behind. The image below is the mine shop in April 
2006, just before work was started. Once the new bedrooms there 
were in use the hut annexe was taken out of use until completely 
repurposed in 2017.  
 
Left: the mine shop being prepared for alterations in April 2006 
(managers’ image)  

 
The common room had the magnificent stone floor lifted (all pieces being numbered so they could be put back), a 
damp proof course fitted, and everything returned to its rightful place. A logburning stove replaced the open coal fire, 
and solar panels for hot water and electricity were provided. The North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty’s Sustainable Development Fund helped to finance the 2007 renovations.  
 

 1  2  
1: the new works of 2007 are clearly shown in this photograph taken by the author in July 2015 from the adjacent field. 
The new dining room is centre stage. It gives access directly to the two-storey mine shop to its right and to the kitchen,  

lounge and other accommodation in Orchard House to the rear of the image. The 2003-04 bedroom extension is entirely  
in keeping with the design of the whole. The solar panels face south; 2: the tiny cluster of dwellings at Kiersleywell Row,  

amidst glorious Northumbrian countryside. YHA Ninebanks stands at the rear (image by courtesy of the hostel managers) 
 

Ninebanks - from YHA’s annual handbooks 
 

When the hostel opened it had 22 beds. No meals were provided until the mid-1950s, when they were available if 
booked in advance. A shop and post office were available in Ninebanks village, but it was 1961 before a small store 
was operating at the hostel. Meals provision seemed to be spasmodic about then, but they were back on the menu 
by 1965, until about 1981. The 1967 handbook was the first to advertise the expanded capacity thanks to the hut 
annexe; it was now set variously at between 24 and 28 right up to 2016 (in 2000 the hostel slept 26 in three dorms, 
two in the house, plus the hut). The 8-bed family annexe in the old smithy was advertised quite separately between 
1982 and 1990. In 2017, with the new Studio accommodation, capacity rose to 33. 
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 3  4  
 

 5  6  
 

 7  8  
21st century modernisation at Ninebanks hostel – interior views (1&2: author’s photographs, July 2015; 3-8: managers’ images) 

1: the newly-built dining room and repurposed furniture; 2: the new self-catering kitchen at the rear of the lounge; 
3: reverse view of the kitchen; 4: attractive and comfortable lounge, with refurbished stone paving and modernised fireplace;  

5: Malachite, one of the new mine shop bedrooms added in 2007; 6-8: transformation of the former men’s dormitory on  
raised ground behind the main hostel. It was redundant between 2007 and 2017, then extensively refurbished to resume  

service as Ninebanks Chalet, two interlinked high quality studio rooms. These can be booked as separate units or as combined 
accommodation, independent of the main hostel. Each has a kitchenette, a wood burning stove and an en suite shower room;  

6: this glimpse of the northern studio, Hen House, shows well the comfortable facilities and sleeping accommodation;  
7&8: the matching studio, Veg Patch, with its welcoming log stove and well-designed kitchenette  
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    1   2   3  
 

    4   5   6   
 

    7   8   9 
21st century modernisation at Ninebanks hostel – exterior views (author’s photographs, August 2021). 

1: informative roadside notice board; 2: hostel view from the south; 3: Orchard House, the original main hostel building. At the 
front are the two electric vehicle charging posts added in 2012; 4: the Chalet and entrance to the Hen House Studio;  
5: the rear of the main house. The extra bedroom, Fluorite, was built into an extension rearwards from the stair well.  
Nearer the camera is the enhanced utility area; 6: the useful and tidy meter cupboard and log store added in 2012; 

7-9: images of the hostel’s frontage to compare with those from the 1980s on page 7. The sloping lawn  
in front of the hostel has been replaced by a useful terraced and gravelled seating and barbecue area. 

In picture 9, manager Pauline Elliott stands at the entrance to Orchard House. 
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The Covid 19 epidemic has created huge challenges for all accommodation providers over doubts, hesitations and 
fears over opening patterns, loss of trade, supply chain difficulties, short-term changes of directives, and public 
uncertainty. Nevertheless, YHA and Enterprise hostels alike have faced the future boldly and filled their spaces, 
wherever possible, through imagination and determination. 
 
Ninebanks hostel has been no exception. Early on in the epidemic, at the end of March 2020, there was a nation-wide 
closure of travel and holiday accommodation imposed with the first lockdown. Ninebanks rose to the challenge of 
repurposing the main building, as had several larger YHA establishments. It responded to an appeal to house London 
homeless, and three men were accommodated safely and comfortably in the hostel until the end of June. The chalet 
was then reopened, the main hostel being bookable for discrete groups of six. October half-term 2020 was a trying 
time, as enthusiastically booked facilities had to be closed at short notice.  
 
2021 brought increased hope. With the chalet and the addition of two new kitchenettes the hostel was divided into 
two self-contained wings, made available from April in various restricted and safety-conscious arrangements. 
Ninebanks hostel was busy under these circumstances.  
 
Pauline has been manager at Ninebanks for a remarkable 30 years, as well as taking on various regional management 
responsibilities for YHA. Ian Baker, greatly experienced as YHA assistant, hostel manager and regional operations 
manager in turn in the North of England and Wales, became joint manager at Ninebanks from 2014. He has worked 
for YHA and Ninebanks youth hostel for a combined period of 40 years. 
 

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 
1947-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb 

E: accommodation hostel / Enterprise hostel status;   *: 17 month period  
          

1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 
… … … … … … … 213 1212 1114 
          

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
1286 1244 1132 1007 897 741 890 754 709 779 

          

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
848 686 643 507 479 681 772 696 602 859 

          

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
727 910 996 1195 1481 1367 1159 1574 1480 1259 

          

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
991 778 1057 1078 1263 1210 open 937 1147 1374 

          

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
1124 871E 2124*E 1385E 1391E 1150E 1146E 1363E 1229E 1154E 

          

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
1464E 885E 2000E 2421E 2538E 2706E 1861E 2534E 2036E 1811E 

          

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
2161E 2178E 2049E 2653E 2187E 3029E 3271E 3745E 3957E 3922E 

          

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 
606E openE … … … … … … … … 

 
 

© John Martin, 2021. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive 


